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ABSTRACT. This brief contribution shows how the archaeology of social phenomena is turning archaeology into a true nomothetic science.
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INTRODUCTION

ARCHAEOLOGY IS BECOMING A TRUE NOMOTHETIC SCIENCE. The archaeology of social phenomena is making this possible. It is a real scientific revolution based on the quantitative analysis of the mortuary record, the elementary precedents of which come from Lewis R. Binford (1962, 1971) with theoretical contributions from scholars such as Leslie A. White (1943).

In 1990, the contextual valuation method was proposed to estimate the objective value of grave goods through their variability. This laid the foundation for an economic archaeology of the mortuary record (2012), which soon became known as the archaeology of social phenomena (2014) (see Izquierdo-Egea 2017a).

THE MAIN LAW OF NOMOTHETIC ARCHAEOLOGY

It has long been conclusively demonstrated that many social phenomena are recorded in the material remains of the societies that produced them. This empirical observation has become the fundamental law of nomothetic archaeology: In the absence of premeditated ideological manipulation, social phenomena are registered in the material remains of a society (Izquierdo-Egea 2019a). This is the first step. There are more archaeological laws. In 2015 [2012], the equation of social conflict was empirically inferred (Izquierdo-Egea 2015). From this evidence, it was possible to propose a new law: All complex societies are conflictive or, in other words, unequal and poor societies are conflictive (see below and Izquierdo-Egea 2019b, 2020).

OTHER LAWS IN NOMOTHETIC ARCHAEOLOGY

The social conflict equation \( C = I/W \) relates two variables: inequality \( I \) and relative wealth \( W \). The latter expresses the state of the economy at any given time. Based on it, social conflict \( C \) is directly proportional to inequality and indirectly proportional to the fluctuation of the economy. There are many ways to express the law derived from this equation. One of them is the following: Social conflict appears when inequality grows and there is an economic crisis (wealth decreases). This explains why unequal and poor societies are more conflictive than others.

The social conflict equation can be expressed in two different ways: \( I = C \times W \) and \( W = I/C \), from which we can deduce two new laws for inequality and wealth (or the state of economy), respectively: Inequality grows when social conflict and wealth increases; and, on the...
other side, the wealth of a society grows when inequality—understood as economic specialization in this case—increases and social conflict decreases. On the contrary, inequality decreases when social conflict and wealth do the same; on the other hand, wealth decreases when inequality does the same and social conflict increases.

If we take $C = I/W$ and $I = (P \times W)/R$ (see Izquierdo-Egea 2015: 14)—where $P$ is the population represented and $R$ the available resources, we can see that very small societies, as hunter-gatherer bands, can minimize social conflict because the richer and more egalitarian a society is, the less conflictive it will be; and the smaller and poorer it is and the more resources it has, the less egalitarian it will be. The latter represents another statement of the law of social inequality. On the contrary, the poorer and less egalitarian a society is, the more conflictive it will be; and the bigger and richer it is and the fewer resources it has, the less egalitarian it will be.

The equation $I = (P \times W)/R$ was deduced from $C = I/W$ and $C = P/R$—this one also was published in Izquierdo-Egea (2015). Both equations allow us to state the archaeological laws of population and resources, respectively. In the first case, population grows when resources and social conflict increase ($P = R \times C$), or when resources and inequality increase and wealth decreases: $P = (R \times I)/W$. On the contrary, population decreases when resources and social conflict decrease, or when resources and inequality decrease and wealth increases. In the second case, resources grow when population increases and social conflict decreases ($R = P/C$), or when population and wealth increase and inequality decreases as expressed by $R = (P \times W)/I$. On the contrary, resources decrease when population decreases and social conflict increases, or when population and wealth decrease and inequality increases.

The law of wealth (or the state of economy), based on the equation $W = (R \times I)/P$, can also be expressed as follows: Wealth (or the economy) grows when resources and inequality (economic specialization) increase and population decreases. The latter means that the smaller the size of a society, the greater its relative wealth. In other words, small societies with abundant resources and high economic specialization will be richer. On the contrary, wealth decreases when resources and inequality do the same and population increases. That is to say, the greater the size of a society, the smaller its relative wealth; big societies with few resources and low economic specialization will be poorer.

In addition to what was said above about the law of inequality, there is another expression of this universal social law implicit in the equation $I = W_0/R$, where $W_0$ is absolute wealth, which is obtained by combining $C = I/W$, $C = P/R$ and $W = W_0/P$: The poorer the society and the more resources it has, the more egalitarian it will be; on the contrary, the richer the society and the less resources it has, the less egalitarian it will be.

**THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL LAW OF COLLAPSE**

Another important law comes from the hand of the risk of collapse (K) of a civilization or society, defined by the equation $K = iC/iW$ (Izquierdo-Egea 2018), where $iC = C/C_0$ and $iW = W/W_0$: The risk of collapse grows when social conflict increases and wealth decreases (or poverty grows); on the contrary, the risk of collapse is reduced when social conflict decreases and wealth increases.

This law has many others statements. For example, if we combine that equation with those set out above—$C = I/W$, $W = I/C$, $C = P/R$, $W = W_0/P$ and $W = (R \times I)/P$—by using index numbers for variables ($iI = I/I_0$, $iP = P/P_0$, $iR = R/R_0$, etc.), we can deduce new mathematical expressions for the risk of collapse: $K = iI/iW^2$, $K = iC^2/iI$, $K = iP/(iR \times iW)$, $K = (iP \times iC)/iW^2$ and $K = (iP \times iC)/(iR \times iI)$.

From these equations, the law of collapse takes various forms: The risk of collapse grows when inequality increases and wealth decreases ($K = iI/iW^2$); on the contrary, the risk of collapse decreases when inequality does the same and wealth increases. On the other hand, the risk of collapse grows when social conflict increases and inequality decreases ($K = iC^2/iI$). In this case, it seems inequality works like an escape valve because the risk of collapse decreases when social conflict does the same and inequality increases.

The remaining equations include more variables and make the law of collapse more complex. In this way, the risk of collapse grows when population increases and resources and wealth decrease, as indicated by the equation $K = iP/(iR \times iW)$; on the contrary, the risk of collapse decreases when population does the same and resources and wealth increase.

The equation $K = (iP \times iC)/iW_0$ offers a new statement of the law of collapse: The risk of collapse grows when population and social conflict increase and wealth decreases; on the contrary, the risk of collapse decreases when population and social conflict do the same and wealth increases.
Finally, the last equation, \( K = \frac{(iP \times iC)}{(iR \times iI)} \), shows how the risk of collapse grows when population and social conflict increase and resources and inequality decrease; on the contrary, the risk of collapse decreases when population and social conflict do the same and resources and inequality increase. Of course, there are more archaeological laws pending publication. Some of them already have been stated from equations inferred through empirical evidence. They will see the light as soon as possible.

**CONCLUSIONS**

1. All of these archaeological laws are confirmed, in all known chronological cases, by the mortuary record of numerous ancient societies from Eurasia—Argaric, Phoenician, Greek, Tartessian, Iberian, Celtiberian, Gaul, Roman—and ancient Mesoamerica—Teotihuacan, Maya civilization, Zapotec, Toltec (see Izquierdo-Egea 2017a, 2017b).
2. By enunciating laws based on empirical evidence, the archaeology of social phenomena is turning archaeology into a true nomothetic science. This revolution is being carried out firmly.
3. These equations have been successfully applied to contemporary civilizations (United States, European states), showing that archaeological laws have a broad scope (see e.g. Izquierdo-Egea 2019b, 2020).
4. It is high time that the scientific community stops looking the other way and leaves idiographic archaeology behind, thus turning academic archaeology into a real nomothetic science.
5. Some researchers see two complementary ways of doing science: idiographic and nomothetic (see e.g. Schiffer 1975; Lyman & O’Brien 2004; Ingold 2007, 2017). However, only nomothetic science can be predictive, even with social phenomena fossilized in the archaeological record that accurate quantitative analysis can decipher.
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